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EmergentX strives to be Asia’s most

authoritative digital asset insight and

advisory platform at the centre of

digital asset adoption. 

Headquartered in Hong Kong, we cut

through the complexities of digital

assets to deliver valuable insights to

organizations across geographies.

Our community – global investors,

institutions, governments and digital

asset natives – depend on us for

institutional-grade insights to

determine how to accomplish their

objectives. 

www.emergentx.io

Insights | Community | Events 
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Join us for the EmergentX Virtual
Summit 2022 and be immersed in the
ideas shaping global digital assets.

INTRODUCTION

Connecting Asia’s influential digital asset

and centralized finance leaders,

institutional investors and ecosystem

participants to discuss the big ideas, trends

and challenges shaping the Hong Kong

and global landscape. Be part of a critical

conversation with Asia and global financial

and corporate elite, as they carve out the

path ahead for bridging traditional finance

and the fintech leaders of tomorrow.

EVENT DETAILS

Date:
Wednesday 23 March 2022

Time:
9:45 - 17:00 HKT (GMT + 8)

MAIN CONFERENCE

Format:

Virtual

Date:
Wednesday 30 March 2022

Time:
12:00 - 12:50 HKT (GMT + 8)

METAVERSE PANEL

Live updates @emergentxio
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The annual EmergentX Digital Asset Summit

will be hosted online on 23 Mar 2022, serving

as a meeting point for the world’s most

disruptive financial technology trends. 

During the full-day virtual summit, digital asset

and blockchain pioneers will share insights on

distinct themes, including institutionalization of

digital asset, regulatory changes, decentralized

finance, NFTs, metaverse, blockchain gaming

and many others.

Asia's Premium Digital
Asset Event

Full day of panel
discussions

#EMXCONF2022

HIGHLIGHTS
AT A GLANCE

World Leading Industry
Speakers

Representatives from
Global Digital Asset
Companies 

Premium Partners
representing Digital Asset,
Financial Institutions,
Governments and
Philanthropy

Audience includes
institutions, investors and
digital asset natives

Live updates @emergentxio
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Dear guests,

On behalf of the Organizing Committee and Supporting Organizations, I welcome all our digital asset ecosystem

stakeholders to this signature virtual conference. 

Building on the success of our 2022 Digital Assets Outlook Report, the theme of this conference is titled

“Consilience” for two primary reasons. First, we are witnessing an unprecedented convergence of multiple facets in

digital assets, catalyzing a more robust change than the sum of its parts.  Second, this virtual conference will serve as

a meeting point for globally based investors, institutions, regulators and digital asset natives who are keen to carve

out a joint future in the rapidly-evolving asset class. Whether you are an OG or are starting to develop a digital asset

strategy, we have something for you.  

The morning session – “Institutionalization” – consists of opening remarks and panel discussions that will address

the opportunities for investors, institutions and regulators to best position themselves to navigate the landscape. 

The afternoon session – “Experiential and Innovation” – consists of keynotes and panel discussions that focus on

innovation and the exponentially growing digital assets use cases in NFT, blockchain games and digital

entertainment. 

The digital asset ecosystem is in a time of great innovation. We look forward to hearing the latest insights from top

leaders and experts at the forefront of change. The program has already shaped up to be excellent, and the

networking opportunities at the virtual exhibition hall will provide meaningful and long-lasting connections.

Esme Pau

EmergentX Insights Lead

#EMXCONF2022

WELCOME TO EMX CONF 2022
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MORNING

OPENING

REMARKS

Institutionalizing the digital asset market -  

First-hand insights from VASPs and allocators 

0945

0955

PANEL 11000

1050

Global Head of
Digital Assets
Solutions, Fidelity
International

Evolving digital asset trading strategies – 

Insights for diversifying and managing risk to deliver risk-

adjusted returns

PANEL 21100

1150

Live updates @emergentxio

CONFERENCE
AGENDA

MARCH 23, 2022

Angelina Kwan
Senior Advisor to
the Board,
HashKey Group

Michael Lau
SVP, Global Head of
Sales, Bullish

Jean-David
Péquignot

Justin d'Anethan
Institutional Sales
Director, Amber
Group 

Luc Froehlich

Global asset managers and institutional investors have moved beyond the debate of whether digital assets

are a more integral part of portfolio management to how to incorporate them into their portfolios best. How

are exchanges and funds adapting to this reality? Do we see more significant or fewer obstacles to

accessing the market? This panel provides first-hand insights from VASPs and allocators who play critical

roles in spearheading the mainstreaming of digital assets. 

Head of OSL
Digital
Securities, OSL 

Dick Lo
Cofounder, TDX
Strategies 

Ben Caselin Kevin Loo
Head of Digital
Asset Management,
New Vision Asset
Management 

Sudhu
Arumugam
Cofounder,
CoinFLEX 

Head of
Research and
Strategy, AAX

Funds, corporates and family offices are increasing their allocation into digital assets. Financial institutions

anticipate demand with the launch of investment products from ETFs to derivatives, highlighting the

market’s growing appetite, product diversity and complexity. What returns is the buy-side getting for digital

assets vs traditional investment products? This panel explores the range of digital asset financial products

and how investment strategies will likely evolve.

Institutional adoption and the changing landscape of regulation

All times in HKT (GMT + 8)
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PANEL 31200

1250

Digital asset market breadth and depth in 2022 and beyond  -

How should market participants best position themselves for

regulatory change and innovation?
The rapid innovations in the global digital asset ecosystem have prompted the beginnings of a global

fintech revolution and regulatory change that no one can afford to ignore. As digital asset innovation

gathers pace, our panel of legal and product experts discusses the potential responses from stakeholders

(market participants, investors, regulators) and their effect on the operating environment for financial

infrastructure, CBDCs, stablecoins. Why is regulation necessary, and how will it avoid stifling innovation?

Across multiple jurisdictions, how do the pace, priorities and use cases differ? 

LUNCH BREAK1250

1345

CONFERENCE
AGENDA

MARCH 23, 2022

Adrian Clevenot
VP Legal,
Worldpay 

Daniel LaiElaine Sun
Compliance
Director, Huobi
Tech (1611 HK)

Ken Hui
Counsel,
Freshfields
Bruckhaus
Deringer

Senior Digital
Asset Lawyer

Dr. Owais Shaikh
Legal Advisor,
KwikTrust

All times in HKT (GMT + 8)

Live updates @emergentxio
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AFTERNOON

OPENING

REMARKS

How will NFTs enhance the digital entertainment and

consumer experience? 

1345

1355

Chia Hock Lai 
Co-Chairman,
Blockchain Association
of Singapore

PANEL 41400

1450

Hallmarks of a digital assets and fintech hub – 

Hong Kong and global perspectives

PANEL 51500

1550

Founding Chairman,
ACMCP, EMBA
Adjunct Professor of
City University of
Hong Kong

CONFERENCE
AGENDA

Institutional Digital Assets 3.0

MARCH 23, 2022

Sean Zhang
Cofounder, Talon
Esports 

Nicholas Chan Doris Fong
Head of Creative
Industries, InvestHK

The digital entertainment industry has seen blockchain catalyze a new wave of innovation, catapulting NFTs

from a concept to the next big thing. Where are we headed for NFTs and the connection among creators,

marketplaces, and fan communities? How will the increasing involvement of brands, marketers and Triple-A

publishers enhance the broader retail and gaming industry? How are tokens being used to unlock gaming

content and experiences? This panel dives into trends across NFT, digital media, gaming, eSports industries.

Cofounder,
Refinable 

Emil Chan King Leung Jeffrey Broer
Co-director of
Founder Institute
Hong Kong

Hong Kong is one of the world’s leading cities for digital assets and fintech developments, as fintech

innovations enhance the traditional banking ecosystem. How should market participants look at the Hong

Kong market in the current fintech landscape, vis-à-vis other leading fintech hubs worldwide? This panel will

uncover the opportunities and success stories in the Hong Kong and global contexts and dive into the

prospects. 

Head of
FinTech,
InvestHK 

Adrian Clevenot
VP Legal, Worldpay 

Kiril Popov
Senior Innovation
Strategist

All times in HKT (GMT + 8)

Live updates @emergentxio
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PANEL 6

Blockchain and Green Finance

1600

1650

CLOSING

REMARKS

1650

1700

CONFERENCE
AGENDA

Blockchain gaming in 2022 and beyond 

MARCH 23, 2022

Syed Musheer
Ahmed
Founder and MD,
FinStep Asia

Blockchain games have generated excitement around the concept of play-to-earn. Triple-A publishers have

gotten involved in the space, which will act as an entry point for many mainstream game audiences. This

panel of blockchain game studios and investors discusses how the ecosystem at large can demonstrate the

benefit of blockchain technology powering game economies. 

Zaf Chow
Director of Digital
Strategy &
Partnerships,
Animoca Brands

Alexander Kent
CAIA 

Noel Chan
Associate Director,
DRIVE Catalyst

Yolo Zhang
Director, Huobi
IncubatorPrincipal, TPS

Capital

All times in HKT (GMT + 8)

Live updates @emergentxio
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SPEAKER BIOS

ANGELINA KWAN, CPA, CA

Angelina Kwan is the Senior Advisor to the Board of the HashKey Group, a regulated digital

assets company. She has previously held Chief Operating Officer and Directorate positions with

digital asset exchanges, HKEX, Cantor Fitzgerald, the SFC, and other global financial services

companies. She is also the Managing Director of Stratford Finance Limited, a consulting

company focused on dealing with regulatory and operational issues in the financial services and

digital assets sectors and advises brokerages, fund managers, and technology providers.

Ms. Kwan is a Hong Kong Government-appointed Member of the New Business Committee of

the Financial Services Development Council; a member of the Lord Wilson Heritage Trust; the

Vice-Chair of The Women’s Foundation; an Honorary Fellow and Director of the Hong Kong

Securities and Investment Institute; and a Fellow of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public

Accounts and the Chartered Accountants of Australia and New Zealand. She is a Certified Public

Accountant in the United States, Hong Kong, Australia, New Zealand and a graduate of the

University of Southern California. Her MBA is from Pepperdine University, LLB from

HKU/Manchester Metropolitan University, and LLM from Harvard Law School. She regularly

lectures on legal, regulatory, funds management, securities, FinTech, Digital Assets, Blockchain,

and corporate governance topics for a number of international organisations including ADB,

APEC, DFAT Australia, CMDA Maldives, universities and training providers including AICD, SIDC,

HKSI.

SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE BOARD
HASHKEY GROUP

Opening Remarks

CHIA HOCK LAI 

Chia Hock Lai is the co-founder of the Global Fintech Institute, CEO of Switchnovate and

Senior Blockchain Advisor of Tembusu Partners. He has two decades of experience in the

financial and technology industries, having worked in Singapore’s GovTech and NTUC

Income.

An alumnus of NUS and NTU, he is the co-chairman of the Blockchain Association

Singapore, and former & founding president of Singapore Fintech Association. He is a

council member of and strategic advisor to numerous tech start-ups and organizations

such as Bondevalue, RootAnt Global, RegTank, Morpheus Labs and IEEE Blockchain and

Distributed Ledger Standard Committee. In addition, he is also an Institute of Banking and

Finance (IBF) Fellow for digital transformation and a Fintech Fellow at the the Singapore

University of Social Science (SUSS).

CO-CHAIRMAN

BLOCKCHAIN ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE

To  RSVP ,  v i s i t  e m e r g e n t x . i o / e m x c o n f 2 0 2 2Live updates @emergentxio
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SYED MUSHEER AHMED

Musheer is the Founder & Managing Director of FinStep Asia, which is building Asia’s next

generation of Businesses. FinStep Asia enables Corporates and Scaleups in their innovation

journey through Corporate innovation, venture building, growth advisory, bespoke research

and accelerator programs. Musheer is one of the key contributors in building the Fintech

ecosystem in Hong Kong as the cofounder and inaugural General Manager of the Fintech

Association of Hong Kong. Having been engaged in Fintech since 2016, he has worked closely

with several regulators and government bodies on fintech and digital economy policy,

providing advisory and delivering workshops on a range of topics.

He is on several advisory boards and a mentor/advisor to several startups, while a regular guest

lecturer at many universities in Hong Kong and Singapore. He is cofounder of IndiaTech HK, a

platform bridging Indian & Chinese tech ecosystem via Hong Kong and is also the Global

Ambassador for Tokyo Metropolitan Government. He is a regular contributor and author of

articles on Fintech, Digital Banking, Islamic Fintech and Investment Banking and been quoted in

various media channels, including on CNBC, Bloomberg, SCMP, Financial Times, S&P, Asian

Investor, Economic Times, etc.

FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

FINSTEP ASIA

Closing Remarks
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LUC FROEHLICH

Luc is Global Head of Digital Assets Solutions at Fidelity International. In this newly created role,

he establishes the firm's digital assets and cryptocurrencies strategy and engages with

institutional clients to design investment solutions. Before this role, Luc was Fidelity's Global

Head of Investment Directing for fixed income, advising institutional clients on their investment

strategies, structuring investment solutions and spearheading the development of technology-

driven investment services.

Before joining Fidelity, Luc was a portfolio manager, managing money for central banks and

pensions funds, he was a trader in credit derivatives and started his career as a credit analyst.

Based in Asia since 2011, he has been advising start-ups in the crypto hedge fund and

tokenisation space. Luc has also worked with the World Economic Forum on the impact of

distributed ledger technology on capital markets and co-authored a research paper on using

central bank digital currencies and stablecoins to foster financial inclusion. He is also a guest

lecturer at universities in Switzerland and Taiwan, where he teaches digital assets and

cryptocurrencies to Master's students.

Luc holds a Master's degree in Economics and Business Administration from the University of St.

Gallen, Switzerland. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst and a Chartered Alternative Investment

Analyst charter holder. More recently, he started a Master of Science in Blockchain and Digital

Currency at the University of Nicosia.

GLOBAL HEAD OF DIGITAL ASSETS SOLUTIONS

FIDELITY INTERNATIONAL

Panel 1: Institutionalizing the Digital Asset market –
First-hand insights from VASPs and allocators

JUSTIN D'ANETHAN

Justin d'Anethan is currently at Amber Group, holding the title of Institutional Sales

Director. Prior to Amber Group, Justin d'Anethan was Sales Manager at Diginex, based in

Hong Kong where he led institutional sales for the EQONEX exchange and other products.

Before that, he was brokering derivatives at Vantage Capital Markets, where he set-up and

opened the crypto derivatives desk. In addition to this, Justin regularly provides market

commentary and has been quoted in Bloomberg, Yahoo Finance, Reuters, Business

Insider, Barron's, etc.

INSTITUTIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
AMBER GROUP 

To  RSVP ,  v i s i t  e m e r g e n t x . i o / e m x c o n f 2 0 2 2Live updates @emergentxio
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JEAN-DAVID PÉQUIGNOT

Jean-David has approximately 20 years of experience in financial services, with a primary

focus on derivatives sales & trading, markets structuring and structured products. He has

held senior positions in global banks, most recently at Westpac Institutional Bank, where

he worked for six years, including serving as Deputy Chief Executive, Hong Kong, and

Head of Global Markets Hong Kong. He also spent nearly 9 years at Barclays Investment

Bank in the UK and Hong Kong, working as a Director of Macro Derivatives and as a Vice

President in the FICC Structured Derivatives/Risk Solutions group. He is now in charge of

Execution Services at OSL globally, and head of the SFC-regulated entity OSL Digital

Securities.

HEAD OF OSL DIGITAL SECURITIES
OSL

MICHAEL LAU

Michael Lau is a Senior Vice President and Global Head of Sales at Bullish, where he leads

the sales and business development for Bullish. He joined the Financial Services division in

early 2020 to lead the marketing and institutional sales of the crypto exchange product

that is now known as Bullish.

Michael holds over a decade of experience in traditional capital markets. He previously

served as Global Chief Marketing Officer of CLSA, a leading capital markets and investment

group, where he spearheaded marketing initiatives for the firm’s alternative asset

management, corporate finance, capital markets, securities, and wealth management

products and services. Michael’s experience spans his role as Chief Operating Officer,

Equity Advisory at CLSA as well as several positions within the equities business at J.P.

Morgan.

Originally from Canada, Michael holds a Bachelor of Applied Science in Industrial

Engineering from the University of Toronto and a Postgraduate Diploma in Strategy&

Innovation from the Saïd Business School at the University of Oxford.

SVP, GLOBAL HEAD OF SALES
BULLISH

Panel 1: Institutionalizing the Digital Asset market –
First-hand insights from VASPs and allocators

To  RSVP ,  v i s i t  e m e r g e n t x . i o / e m x c o n f 2 0 2 2Live updates @emergentxio
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SUDHU ARUMUGAM

Sudhu is a co-founder of CoinFLEX. He has 20 years of experience in finance gained

through derivatives trading and risk management from banks, hedge funds and crypto

exchanges across Europe and Asia. He comes primarily from a fixed income and equity

derivatives background before finding a passion for cryptocurrencies. He joined Coinfloor,

the UK's first crypto exchange, in 2017, before co-founding CoinFLEX, a crypto futures

exchange based in Hong Kong just a year later.

CO-FOUNDER
COINFLEX

BEN CASELIN

Ben Caselin is Head of Research & Strategy at AAX, the first crypto exchange to be

powered by London Stock Exchange Group’s LSEG Technology. With a background in

creative arts, social research, and fintech, Ben develops insights into Bitcoin and

decentralized finance and provides strategic direction at AAX. He is also a working

member of Global Digital Finance (GDF), a leading industry body dedicated to driving the

acceleration and adoption of digital finance forward. To gain relevant insights on Bitcoin

and the rapid innovation surrounding the crypto industry, follow @bencaselin on Twitter.

HEAD OF RESEARCH & STRATEGY
AAX

Panel 2: Evolving digital asset trading strategies – Insights for
diversifying and managing risk to deliver risk-adjusted returns

To  RSVP ,  v i s i t  e m e r g e n t x . i o / e m x c o n f 2 0 2 2Live updates @emergentxio
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KEVIN LOO

As the Head of Digital Asset Management at New Vision, Kevin oversees the group's institutional

investment strategies and asset management activities. In addition to leading the Portfolio and

Trading teams, he works closely with the wider operations and technical teams to develop the

new infrastructure to support newly uncovered frontier strategies. Kevin was formerly the CIO

and co-founder of a proprietary digital asset hedge fund since late 2017. He has over five years'

experience within the digital asset space, including being an early investor in Bitcoin since

2016.

He has an established traditional Fixed Income track record of advising institutional clients,

including pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, corporates and private bank asset allocator

advisors. He has worked with the most internationally recognized asset management

companies, including PIMCO, Fidelity International, BNP Paribas, across London and Hong

Kong. He has experience in asset allocation, debt capital markets, including Global Bonds, EM

Debt and Asia Credit, FX markets and Venture Capital and Private Equity. Previously, he has

been a mentor to the Cyberport Incubator Fund and has helped FinTech startups with strategic

and technology advisory and has made various personal investments with partners across e-

Sports and early-stage projects.

HEAD OF DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

NEW VISION ASSET MANAGEMENT 

DICK LO

Dick has over 19 years of experience in the structuring, trading and risk management of

derivatives products. He was previously the Head of Equity Structured Products at Daiwa Capital

Markets and the Head of Single Stock Exotics Trading at Deutsche Bank. Dick founded TDX

Strategies in May 2019, an institutional-grade investment solutions platform on digital assets

that services high net-worth clients, family offices, institutions, corporates and hedge funds with

a focus on derivatives and structured products.

COFOUNDER

TDX STRATEGIES 

Panel 2: Evolving digital asset trading strategies – Insights for
diversifying and managing risk to deliver risk-adjusted returns
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ADRIAN CLEVENOT

Adrian is VP Legal in the digital asset team of Worldpay from FIS, one of the largest

payment acquirers worldwide. He has over four years of experience in the cutting edge of

fintech, payment and digital asset spaces. He was previously at Equonex, a digital asset

exchange. Prior to that, Adrian was a private equity and finance lawyer in Hong Kong and

New York, where he graduated from the Columbia Law School Jurisdoctor program.

VP LEGAL
WORLDPAY 

KEN HUI

Kenneth Hui is a counsel in Freshfields’ financial services practice in Asia and is based in

Hong Kong. Kenneth advises clients on a wide range of issues with a focus on financial

services regulatory compliance, fintech and other trending topics such as ESG, data

protection, virtual assets and digitization. He previously worked at the Securities and

Futures Commission and is involved with industry bodies in the Asia-Pacific region through

Freshfields’ membership in the Asia Securities Industry & Financial Markets Association

(ASIFMA) and the Fintech Association of Hong Kong (FTAHK).

COUNSEL
FRESHFIELDS BRUCKHAUS DERINGER

Panel 3: Digital asset market breadth and depth in 2022 – How should market
participants best position themselves for regulatory and innovation?
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SPEAKER BIOS

DANIEL LAI

Daniel is a senior lawyer in the crypto industry, with experience in payments, investment

banking, and corporate finance. He was formerly a VP, Regulatory and Product Counsel

with Crypto.com and also Head of Legal at Airwallex, where he worked with business to

assess various business models & product configurations, how they mapped onto the

regulatory landscape, identified areas of regulatory uncertainty and crafted customized

business expansion and go-to-market strategies. Before he entered the crypto and

payments space, he was Vice President and Legal Counsel with Credit Suisse’s Investment

Banking and Capital Markets division and also worked at law firms such as Freshfields and

O’Melveny.  In these roles, he advised companies and financial institutions on corporate

finance transactions and undertook general corporate legal advisory work.  Daniel

obtained his B.A. (in Economics and Rhetoric) at U.C. Berkeley, an M.A. (in East Asian

Languages and Cultures) at Columbia University, and a Juris Doctor at Tulane University.

SENIOR DIGITAL ASSETS LAWYER

ELAINE SUN

Professional with law degree (LLB) in China and MBA from Hong Kong University. Qualified

PRC lawyer. Proven two decades track record in financial industry with legal and

compliance, proven strategic leadership, result oriented compliance solutions and robust

compliance program for new industry and asset classes (e.g. Digital Asset).

Responsible for Huobi’s compliance strategy and compliance program for digital asset

management, digital token exchange, digital asset custodian and prime brokerage

business initiatives in HK, Singapore, Japan and US.

Before joined Huobi, Elaine was the Head of Compliance at State Street APAC in alternative

investment service, and served as the Head of Compliance China, at Singapore OCBC

Bank.

HEAD OF COMPLIANCE

HUOBI TECHNOLOGY 

Panel 3: Digital asset market breadth and depth in 2022 – How should market
participants best position themselves for regulatory and innovation?
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NICHOLAS CHAN

Nicholas Chan is the co-founder of Refinable, the first major decentralized multi-chain NFT

marketplace. Nick has over seven years of product and operations management for

corporates and SMEs across hospitality, media, and eCommerce, including The Walt

Disney Company and Hundredfold Studios. In his capacity as co-founder, he is driving the

evolution of Refinable as the definitive hub for users to trade items from across the

metaverse - unlocking its full potential as a next-generation transaction platform.

COFOUNDER

REFINABLE 

DORIS FONG

Doris Fong is Head of Creative Industries of Invest Hong Kong, the HKSAR government

department that is responsible for attracting and facilitating foreign direct investment into

Hong Kong. 

Miss Fong joined Invest Hong Kong in 2010 and oversees a wide spectrum of Creative

Industries sectors, encompassing art and culture, design, architecture, advertising, media,

digital entertainment, publishing, film, music and artstech. To date, she and her team have

facilitated over hundreds of creative enterprises and entrepreneurs in setting up or

expanding their operation in Hong Kong.

Miss Fong is also a member of the Creative Industries Committee of The British Chamber of

Commerce in Hong Kong and Trade Development Council’s Design, Marketing &

Licensing Services Advisory Committee in Hong Kong. 

Prior to joining Invest Hong Kong, Miss Fong was Head of Arts and Creative Industries of

the British Council from 2007-2010, promoting arts and creative industries in Hong Kong

and Mainland China. 

HEAD OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
INVESTHK
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SEAN ZHANG

Former investment banker Sean Zhang co-founded Talon Esports in 2017 with the aim of

turning it into one of the world's leading esports franchises. It boasts multiple businesses:

esports team management, gaming/esports marketing agency, talent management,

merchandising, and esports events. Its PSG Talon team, a partnership with a French

esports outfit, has won the League of Legends Pacific Championship Series three times.

COFOUNDER
TALON ESPORTS 
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JEFFREY BROER

Jeffrey is a Hong Kong based entrepreneur, he ran the FinTech Innovation Lab Asia-Pacific

in 2020 and 2021 for Accenture. He's also been a co-director for the Founder Institute

program in Hong Kong for over 6 years. He has been involved with digital assets since

2014 and has currently different roles, amongst others as an advisor to mulana.vc. He's

been active in the Hong Kong startup ecosystem since 2011.

CO-DIRECTOR

FOUNDER INSTITUTE HONG KONG

EMIL CHAN

Emil Chan is a Fintech evangelist and adjunct professor of City University of HK with over

twenty years of banking and IT experience. He is the Founding Chairman of the

Association of Cloud and Mobile Computing Professionals, The FinTech Committee

Chairman of the Smart City Consortium, the Vice Chairman of Hong Kong New Emerging

Technology Education Association, the Supervisory Committee Member of iProA and the

Honorary Chairman of StartHK. He is also a HK Cyberport Mentors Network mentor,

Guangzhou CP-Nest Incubator of Chinese Academy of Sciences and Chief Judge of the HK

ICT Startup Award 2019.

FOUNDING CHAIRMAN, ACMCP

EMBA ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF CITY UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
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KING LEUNG

As the Head of Fintech at InvestHK, the department of the Hong Kong SAR Government

responsible for attracting Foreign Direct Investment, King’s mission is to enrich the fintech

ecosystem and contribute to the innovation of the financial services sector in Hong Kong.

King achieves this goal through partnerships with fintech stakeholders – regulators,

financial institutions, investors, fintech companies, associations, etc. in Hong Kong, the

Greater Bay Area, and other major international fintech hubs.

Prior to joining the government, King had a diverse private sector background as a serial

tech entrepreneur, angel investor, and fintech lecturer in Asia where his first data-related

start-up was established through seed investment from Credit Suisse. King was a

management consultant at Booz Allen & Hamilton and KPMG in the US, as well as a venture

capitalist at Innovate@, a technology fund jointly run by Booz Allen & Hamilton and

Lehman Brothers.

King received his MBA (honors) from the University of Chicago and BSc (honors) from the

University of Wisconsin – Madison.

HEAD OF FINTECH
INVESTHK
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NOEL CHAN

Noel Chan has over 15 years of experience in the financial industry. He is now a VC

investor specializing in deep-tech research and investment. He previously held senior

equity research positions at the global investment banks, including UBS, Barclays and

JPM, focusing on regionally listed financial institutions (banks, insurers, brokers, fintech

firms, etc.). Noel was also an entrepreneur/advisor in the crypto industry, having advised a

few crypto projects in tokenomics design and fundraising strategy. He is an active investor

in Web3, Defi and Gamefi projects.

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
DRIVE CATALYST

ZAF CHOW

Zaf Chow leads digital strategy and partnerships for Animoca Brands, a Hong Kong-based

software and venture capital company with investments in blockchain and gaming. She

spearheads the Play-to-Earn (P2E) field, strategic investment in P2E games and guilds as

well as the development of different verticals for mass adoption of NFTs and metaverses,

facilitating partnerships to bridge web2.0 and web3.0.

Prior to this role, she was a director for Alipay Hong Kong, founded a mobile food ordering

fintech start-up, QUICKER, and has extensive experience working in business innovation.

She was the Awardee of Innovation and Change-making Entrepreneurship by InvestHK in

2017.

DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL STRATEGY AND

PARTNERSHIPS
ANIMOCA BRANDS
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YOLO ZHANG

Yolo has strong competency in marketing. She has become a reliable project mentor and

supporter by utilizing her expertise in blockchain. She plays a significant role in taking

Huobi Incubator's projects to the next level. 

Yolo established her first marketing company in the internet industry eight years ago. She

then decided to explore the blockchain world three years later by joining Huobi as an

overseas marketing manager. Later, she joined ChainUP in the marketing function, where

she successfully broadened its sales channels in more than ten countries and regions,

including Australia, Canada, Singapore, Malaysia, Germany, etc. Yolo recognized the

importance of spreading knowledge and started a channel called 张姨杨姨 (Aunt Zhang

and Aunt Yang) focusing on blockchain education. This channel attained 80k fans and

millions of dollars of investments. As a CMO, Yolo has been involved in top DeFi mining

and wealth management products with $3 billion US TVL. Yolo returned to Huobi last year

and focused on Huobi Incubator post-investment work, such as providing incubation

services for outstanding projects and creating Web3 Scholarship's Grant program in

conjunction with the world's top universities and industry platforms.

DIRECTOR

HUOBI INCUBATOR

ALEXANDER KENT CAIA

Alexander is a principal at TPS Capital, the official OTC entity of Three Arrows Capital. In his

role, Alex oversees proprietary investments and strategic projects across the platform. He

was previously at Equities First Holdings where he helped drive the firm's expansion in Asia

and led the firm's digital assets business in the region.

Alexander's prior roles included business development and capital strategy at CLSA Group

where he was the global head of marketing for the alternatives business. Prior to that, he

was with Pine River Capital Management. He began his career at Goldman Sachs in Hong

Kong.

Alexander graduated from Middlebury College in Vermont with a Bachelor's degree in

International Studies. He is bilingual in English and French, as well as fluent in Mandarin

Chinese. Alex is a Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst.

PRINCIPAL

TPS CAPITAL 
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ESME PAU CFA

INSIGHTS LEAD

EMERGENTX

ADRIAN CLEVENOT

VP LEGAL

WORLDPAY

Adrian is VP Legal in the digital asset team of Worldpay from FIS, one of the largest

payment acquirers worldwide. He has over four years of experience in the cutting edge of

fintech, payment and digital asset spaces. He was previously at Equonex, a digital asset

exchange. Prior to that, Adrian was a private equity and finance lawyer in Hong Kong and

New York, where he graduated from the Columbia Law School Jurisdoctor program.

Esme has over a decade of experience at leading investment banks and consultancies,

where she and her team advise global funds on investment opportunities in technology

and innovation. She was most recently ranked among the Top 3 Best Regional Analyst for

Internet and Software Services in the 2021 Asiamoney Brokers Poll. Esme supports

EmergentX in which she leads the development of authoritative and institutional-grade

insights to accelerate digital asset adoption. 
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KIRIL POPOV

Kiril Popov is a strategy and innovation advisor to brands and investment firms focused on

the next generation consumer and also one of the co-founders of Faculty, a sustainable

outerwear brand. Previously, he was the Programs and Partnerships lead at Explorium,

Fung Group's innovation hub, and a Senior Analyst at Coresight Research, a US-based

consumer research and advisory firm. He has a background in project and structured

finance and holds an MBA from New York University's Stern School of Business.

SENIOR INNOVATION STRATEGIST

DR. OWAIS SHAIKH

LEGAL ADVISOR

KWIKTRUST

Owais Shaikh PhD is an intellectual property specialist having 15 years of professional

experience. He advises on both IP law and innovation & competition strategy. He has a

PhD and an LLM in IP law. He is also a Tutor in the course "Intellectual Property

Management" at the World Intellectual Property Academy since 2015.
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Founded in 2017, Amber Group is a leading global digital asset platform. With

global operations in 12 cities, Amber Group provides a full range of digital asset

services spanning investing, financing, trading, and spending. Its 24/7 trading

desk serves over a thousand institutional clients globally while the integrated

digital asset platform WhaleFin serves the individual investors via mobile and

desktop applications. To date, Amber Group has cumulatively traded over $1T,

with $5B in assets under management.

Recently, Amber Group raised $200M in Series B+ round led by Temasek at a

valuation of $3B. To date, Amber Group has raised a total of $328 million in

funding from world-class investors such as Temasek, Sequoia Capital, Paradigm,

Tiger Global Management, Dragonfly Capital, Pantera Capital, Coinbase Ventures,

and Blockchain.com.

Amber Group 
Website: https://www.ambergroup.io/ 

Animoca Brands and its various subsidiaries develop and publish a broad portfolio

of blockchain games, traditional games, and other products, many of which are

based on popular global brands, such as Formula 1®, Disney, WWE, Power

Rangers, MotoGP™, and Doraemon. Animoca Brands is also a prolific investor with

over 150 investments in NFT-related blockchain companies, including Sky Mavis

(Axie Infinity), Dapper Labs (NBA Top Shot), OpenSea, Harmony, Bitski, and Alien

Worlds.

Animoca Brands
Website: https://www.animocabrands.com/

Axie Infinity Dapper Labs OpenSea Harmony Bitski 
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Huobi Technology Holdings Limited (“Huobi Tech”, Stock Code: 1611.HK) was

listed on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited in

November 2016. Actively developing the blockchain ecosystem and virtual asset

ecosystem, Huobi Tech is committed to becoming the leading one-stop compliant

virtual asset service platform. Huobi Tech currently offers data centre services,

cloud-based services, SaaS, virtual asset management, custody, trust & custody,

OTC brokerage, lending, trading platform and other related services. 

At the same time, Huobi Tech is applying for virtual asset and finance-related

licenses in major markets around the world. Up to now, Huobi Tech’s subsidiaries

have successfully obtained the approval to conduct Type 4 (Advising on

Securities) and Type 9 (Asset Management) regulated activities from the Securities

and Futures Commission of Hong Kong, registered as a Trust Company in Hong

Kong with the Trust or Company Service Provider License (Hong Kong) and the

Retail Trust Company License (Nevada USA).

Huobi Technology
Website: https://www.huobitech.com/
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Invest Hong Kong (InvestHK) is a department of the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region Government tasked with attracting foreign direct investment

to Hong Kong and providing overseas and Mainland companies and entrepreneurs

with information, advice and services they need to succeed in the city. We work

with companies of all sizes, from startups and SMEs to multinationals, and we

support them in every stage from planning, setting up to promotion and expansion. 

Our staff stationed in 32 offices in key markets worldwide reach out to potential

investors and work to strengthen and promote Hong Kong’s status as Asia’s

premier investment destination. All of our services are free, customised and

confidential and based on our core values of passion, integrity and professionalism.

We strive to provide the best customer service combined with business friendliness

and responsiveness. 

InvestHK
Website: https://www.investhk.gov.hk/
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Founded in 1997, Mirae Asset Financial Group is the largest financial services

group in Korea with a global presence in 15 markets. As the securities arm of the

group, Mirae Asset Securities was established in 1999 and currently manages

US$354 bn client assets globally (as of Dec 2021).  Mirae Asset Securities was

listed on the Korea Stock Exchange in February 2006 and recorded the fastest

growth in Korean history. Mirae Asset Securities has an extensive network with

70+ domestic branches in Korea and global offices in 11 countries/regions. 

Mirae Asset Securities (HK) is a leading Asia financial services company with our

comprehensive brokerage, investment banking, sales, and research services.

Located in the financial centre of Asia Pacific, Mirae Asset Securities (HK) focuses

on capturing the best opportunities in the Asia market for our global clients.  

Mirae Asset Securities (HK) Limited
Website: https://miraeasset.hk/
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